
Ten Minute Mabe Earrings
Wire Jewelry Making Pattern #108
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NOTE: Mabe pearls come in many different shapes, sizes, and grades. Their wholesale price can
range anywhere from $15 to $100 and I have seen many pairs of mabe earrings with a very simple
setting that cost over $400. Here is where you enter the real world of jewelry pricing. You not only
must consider the price you paid for the mabe pearl but you must also take into consideration the
size, the grade, the lustre, the imperfections (if any), the nacre, and its color shadings. Also you
should know a little about price comparisons. In other words, what does the same size and same
quality mabe sell for down at the mall? Naturally, your earrings made with gold filled wire in the most
simple setting going won't fetch the price of some of these higher end mabes but you must realize
what is the customer's alternative if they want a pair of nice mabe pearl earrings----You just might
have the best deal going! 

Supplies Needed
* 6 inches of 14kt. gold filled 22 gauge square half hard wire or brass practice wire
* 2 - 13mm round mabe pearls A Grade, all white
* 2 safety earring clutches

Tools Needed
* Flat nose pliers 
* Chain nose pliers 
* Wire cutter or flush cutter 
* Needle file 
* E-6000 adhesive 

Step 1



Select two matching mabe pearls with flat backs.  For this project I will be working with 13mm round
white mabe pearls Grade A. 

Step 2

Cut two 3 inch lengths of 22 gauge gold filled square half hard wire . 

Using your flat nose pliers, grasp a wire 1/2 inch from the end and make a 90 degree bend.

Step 3

Using the tip of your chain nose pliers, grasp a portion of the short end of the wire right at the bend
and began pushing the wire over the jaws of the pliers with your thumb.  



Step 4

Continue to push the wire over the jaws of the pliers.

Step 5

Bring the wire completely over the jaw of the pliers. 

Step 6

Bring the wire completely around the jaws of the pliers.

Step 7



Grasp the curl with your flat nose pliers.  Next using your hand began to turn the wire around the
outside of the curl. 

Step 8

Make several circles of wire.  The size of your rosette will depend on the size of your pearl.  The
rosette should be about one half the diameter of the pearl.  So use your judgment as to how many
circles to make in your rosette.  

Step 9

Next clip the long end of wire extending from the rosette. 

Step 10



With your chain nose pliers, press the cut end of wire against the outer edge of the rosette. 

Measure the perpendicular wire.  This wire--the stud wire--should be approx. 12/32 of an inch if you
have a machinist ruler of 3/8 of an inch if you have a regular ruler. 

Using your needle file, file the end of the stud wire flat.   At this time check for any burs on the end
of the stud wire and file them off.    NOTE:  Make sure you file this wire flat. Do not file this wire to a
point.

Step 11

Place a generous amount of E-6000 adhesive on the rosette and press it firmly onto the back of the
pearl.  NOTE:  You should use enough glue so that you will have a nice bubble coming through the
center of the rosette.  

Step 12

Let the earrings dry for 24 hours and clip off the excess glue with your flush cutters. 
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